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Abstract

subsumes the branching time logic CTL (computation tree
logic).

In this paper we summarize parallel algorithms for enumerative model checking of properties formulated in linear
time temporal logic (LTL) as well as a fragment of the µcalculus which naturally subsumes the branching time logic
CTL (computation tree logic). We also indicate how to provide parallel model checking applications as services for
integrated modelling, analysis, and verification using the
FMICS-jETI platform.

The model-checking problem can always be represented
as a problem on a directed graph. We suppose the graph is
given implicitly by the function Finit returning the initial
state and the function Fsucc returning the set of immediate successors of a given state. This representation allows
solving the problem in the “on-the-fly” manner, hence it is
often possible to get the answer to the verification problem
without actually explicitly generating the entire state space
(graph). This is in particular useful in attacking large scale
systems.

1 Introduction
Conventional model checking techniques have high
memory requirements and are very computationally intensive; they are thus unsuitable for handling real-world systems that exhibit complex behaviors which cannot be captured by simple models having a small or regular state
space. Various authors have proposed ways of solving this
problem by either using powerful shared-memory multiprocessors (e.g. multi-core machines) or by distributing the
memory requirements over several machines (e.g. on a cluster of workstations).
The work on parallel verification is quite extensive,
growing in recent years. There are attempts to consider
both the symbolic as well as the enumerative techniques,
theorem-provers as well as sat-solvers, etc. In this paper we
focus on enumerative model-checking of temporal properties. More specifically, we summarize model checking of
properties formulated in linear time temporal logic (LTL)
as well as a fragment of the µ-calculus which naturally
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Model checking traditionally terms the task of verifying
an implementation, typically given in terms of a finite-state
system, with respect to its specification, typically given as
a temporal formula. However, model checking could and
probably should also be considered as a flexible analysis
tool—as long as the object to analyze is representable as
a finite-state system and the analysis can be formulated in
a suitable temporal logic. In consequence, model checkers
are at the heart of many modelling and analysis tools and
will be in the future. It is therefore important to offer easy
means for integrating model checkers into other tools.
On a different line, powerful parallel computers are
only available at dedicated locations. Nevertheless, parallel model checking applications or the tools built on top
of model checkers should be easily usable as conventional
desktop applications. Therefore, it is desirable to provide
parallel model checking applications as services for direct
use and simple integration to customized modelling, analysis, and verification tools.
jETI is a framework that offers such integration capabilities and we discuss how to offer parallel model checking
applications with jETI in mind.

2 Parallel Reachability Analysis
The basic verification technique is reachability. Reachability is also more amenable for parallelization than the
other verification problems and most of the pioneering work
in parallel model-checking has been focused on algorithms
for verification of safety properties. At the heart of reachability analysis as well as model-checking in general is the
state space generation.
Parallel state space generation has been initially studied
in the context of Petri nets, stochastic Petri nets, discretetime and continuous-time Markov chains [32, 19, 38].
Later on, distributed state space exploration algorithms
for SPIN [42], Muprhi [53], CADP [30], UPPAAL [6],
D IV IN E [4], and other tools have been suggested as well.
Algorithms for distributed-memory architecture became
dominant, primarily due to the easy access of networks of
workstations.
All these approaches share a common idea: each machine in the network explores a subset of the state space.
The subset is defined using the partition function. The function Partition(s,N) returns the identifier of the machine to
which the state s is assigned, an integer between 0 and N-1.
Assuming we have N machines, this function partitions the
state space into N classes S i , one assigned to each machine.
The Algorithm 1([18]) gives the overall idea of the distributed state space generation. The algorithm is supposed
to be run on the machine i and the same algorithm is performed on each other machine involved in the distributed
i
computation. The data structure Snew
maintains already
generated but not yet processed states. The meaning of
other functions and structures is obvious.
The individual algorithms mentioned above differ in a
number of design principles and implementation choices
such as: the use of internal structures for storing the states
(e.g. hash tables or B-trees), the way of partitioning the state
space using either static hash functions or dynamic ones that
allow dynamic load balancing, etc. Experimental evaluations demonstrate good scalability and speedups obtained
are close to linear. Moreover, adaptation to shared-memory
architectures does not bring any additional complications
and e.g. the SPIN model checker is already expected to
provide support for model-checking of safety properties on
multi-core machines from its version 4.3.

3 Parallel LTL Model Checking
The automata-theoretic approach to model checking
finite-state systems against linear-time temporal logic (LTL)
uses automata on infinite words to represent both the system and the property to be checked. Both automata are synchronized and the emptiness check for the resulting automaton is performed. The emptiness check problem essentially

Algorithm 1 (Distributed State Space Generation)
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:

if Partition(Initial,N)=i then
S i := {Initial}
else
S i := ∅
end if
i
Snew
:= S i
while not received termination do
i
while ∃s ∈ Snew
do
i
i
Snew := Snew
\{s}
for each u ∈ Fsuccs (s) do
j := Partition(u,N)
if i 6= j then
SendState(j, u)
else
if u ∈
/ S i then
i
i
Snew
:= Snew
∪ {u}
i
i
S := S ∪ {u}
end if
end if
end for
end while
i
Srec
:= ReceiveStates\S i
i
i
S := S i ∪ Srec
i
i
i
∪ Srec
:= Snew
Snew
end while

breaks down to finding reachable accepting cycles in a directed graph G with A as the subset of accepting vertices.
The optimal sequential algorithms for accepting cycle
detection use depth-first search strategies to detect accepting cycles. The individual algorithms differ in their space
requirements, length of the counter example produced, and
other aspects. For a recent survey we refer to [54]. The
well-known Nested DFS algorithm is used in many model
checkers and is considered to be the best suitable algorithm
for enumerative sequential LTL model checking. The algorithm was proposed by Courcoubetis et al. [22] and its
main idea is to use two interleaved searches to detect reachable accepting cycles. The first search discovers accepting
states while the second one, the nested one, checks for selfreachability. Several modifications of the algorithm have
been suggested to remedy some of its disadvantages [31].
The time complexity of the algorithm is linear in the size of
the graph, i.e. O(m + n), where m is the number of edges
and n is the number of vertices.
The effectiveness of the algorithm Nested DFS is
achieved due to the particular order in which the graph is explored and which guarantees that vertices are not re-visited
more than twice. In fact, all the best-known algorithms rely
on the same exploring principle, namely on the postorder as

computed by the DFS. It is a well-known fact that the postorder problem is P-complete and, consequently, any parallel algorithm which would be directly based on DFS postorder is unlikely to be efficiently parallelized.
In [34, 35] G. Holzmann and D. Bošnački proposed an
adaptation of the Nested DFS algorithm for dual-core machines. The idea is to utilize the independence of the first
and the nested search in the Nested DFS algorithm. The algorithm keeps its linear time complexity. On the downside,
the algorithm is unable to scale to more than two cores. It is
still an open problem to do scalable verification of general
liveness properties on N-cores with linear time complexity.
Efficient parallel solution of many problems often requires approaches radically different from those used to
solve the same problems sequentially. It seems, that it is extremely difficult to ground parallel LTL model checker on
extending the Nested DFS algorithm or any other postorder
based algorithm. As we have seen in the previous section,
the reachability analysis is a verification problem with efficient parallel solutions. The reason is that the exploration
of the state space does not rely on any specific order, the
vertices can be visited independently and in any order. The
exploration can thus be implemented e.g. using breadth-first
search. This gives hope to find good practical solutions for
LTL model checking that, though not theoretically optimal,
will scale well.
In the following, we overview several other parallel algorithms for enumerative LTL model checking that are all,
more or less, based on performing repeated parallel reachability to detect accepting cycles. These algorithms have the
potential to scale well, there time complexity is however increased in the general case. The reader is kindly asked to
consult the original sources for the details of the presented
algorithms.
Algorithm 2 (MAP)
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:

while A 6= ∅ do
compute Map

/* max. accepting predecessors */

if (∃u ∈ A : map(u) = u) then
return cycle
else
G := delacc(G) /* unmark acc. predecessors */
end if
end while
return no cycle

The driving idea of the Maximal Accepting Predecessor Algorithm (MAP) [11, 12] is based on the fact that every accepting vertex lying on an accepting cycle is its own
predecessor. An algorithm that is directly derived from this

idea, would require expensive computation as well as space
to store all proper accepting predecessors of all (accepting)
vertices. To remedy this obstacle, the MAP algorithm stores
only a single representative of all proper accepting predecessor for every vertex.
The representative is chosen as the maximal accepting
predecessor accordingly to a presupposed linear ordering
≺ of vertices (given e.g. by their memory representation).
Clearly, if an accepting vertex is its own maximal accepting
predecessor, it lies on an accepting cycle. Unfortunately, it
can happen that all the maximal accepting predecessor lie
outside of accepting cycles.
Such vertexes can be safely deleted from the set of accepting vertexes (by applying the deleting transformation
delacc(G)) and the accepting cycle still remains in the resulting graph. Whenever the deleting transformation is applied to the graph it shrinks the set of accepting vertices by
those vertices that do not lie on any cycle.
As the set of accepting vertices can change after the
deleting transformation has been applied, maximal accepting predecessors must be recomputed. It can happen that
even in the graph delacc(G) the maximal accepting predecessor function is still not sufficient for cycle detection.
However, after a finite number of applications of the deleting transformation an accepting cycle is certified. For a
graph without accepting cycles the repetitive application of
the deleting transformation results in a graph with an empty
set of accepting vertices.
Time complexity of the algorithm is O(a2 · m), where a
is the number of accepting vertices. Here the factor a · m
comes from the computation of the Map function and the
factor a relates to the number of iterations.
One of the key aspects influencing the overall performance of the algorithm is the underlying ordering of vertices used by the algorithm. In order to optimize the complexity one aims to decrease the number of iterations by
choosing an appropriate vertex ordering. Ordering ≺ is optimal if the presence of an accepting cycle can be decided
in one iteration. It can be easily shown that for every (automaton) graph there is an optimal ordering. Moreover, an
optimal ordering can be computed in linear time.
An example of an optimal ordering is the depth-first
search postorder. Unfortunately, the optimal ordering problem, which is to decide for a given graph and two accepting vertices u, v whether u precedes v in every optimal
ordering of graph vertices, is P-complete [11], hence unlikely to be computed effectively in a distributed environment. Therefore, several heuristics for computing a suitable
vertex ordering are used. The trivial one orders vertices
lexicographically according to their bit-vector representations. The more sophisticated heuristics relate vertices with
respect to the order in which they were traversed. However, experimental evaluation has shown that none of the

heuristics significantly outperforms the others. On average,
the most reliable heuristic is the one based on breadth-first
search order followed by the one based on (random) hashing.
Algorithm 3 (OWCTY)
1:
2:
3:
4:

while not finished do
compute Reachability

/* remove vertices which
are not reachable from accepting vertices */
compute Elimination /* remove vertices which
are not contained in any cycle (have in-degree 0) */

end while

The inspiration for the next parallel algorithm for detection of accepting cycles is taken from symbolic algorithms
for cycle detection, namely from SCC hull algorithms. SCC
hull algorithms compute the set of vertices containing all accepting components. The algorithms maintain the approximation of the set and successively remove non-accepting
components until they reach a fixpoint. Different strategies
to remove non-accepting components lead to different algorithms. An overview, taxonomy, and comparison of symbolic algorithms can be found in independent reports [29]
and [49].
The presented algorithm [15] is an adaptation of the One
Way Catch Them Young Algorithm (OWCTY) [29] to
the enumerative setting. The enumerative algorithm works
on individual vertices rather than on sets of vertices as is
the case in symbolic approach. A component is removed
by removing its vertices. The idea of the algorithm is to
repeatedly remove vertices from the graph that cannot lie on
any accepting cycle. The two removal rules are as follows:
• if a vertex is not reachable from any accepting vertex
then the vertex does not belong to any accepting component and
• if a vertex has in-degree zero then the vertex does not
belong to any accepting component.
Note that an alternative set of rules can be formulated as
• if no accepting vertex is reachable from a vertex then
the vertex does not belong to any accepting component
and
• if a vertex has out-degree zero then the vertex does not
belong to any accepting component.
This second set of rules results in an algorithm which works
in a backward manner and we will not describe it explicitly
here.
The algorithm performs removal steps as far as there are
vertices to be removed. In the end, either there are some vertices left in the graph meaning that the original graph contains an accepting cycle, or all vertices have been removed

meaning that the were no accepting cycles in the original
graph.
The presented algorithm requires the entire automaton
graph to be generated first. Moreover, the backward version
actually needs to store the edges to be able to perform backward reachability. This is however payed out by relaxing
the necessity to compute successors, which is in fact a very
expensive operation in practice.
Time complexity of the algorithm is O(h · m) where h
is the height of the SCC quotient graph. Here the factor
m comes from the computation of Reachability and Elimination functions and the factor h relates to the number of
external iterations. In practice, the number of external iterations is very small even for large graphs. This observation is
supported by experiments in [29] with the symbolic implementation and hardware circuits problems. Similar results
are communicated in [47] where heights of quotient graphs
were measured for several models. As reported, 70% of the
models has height smaller than 50.
A positive aspect of the algorithm is its effectiveness for
weak automaton graphs. A graph is weak if each SCC component of G is either fully contained in A or is disjoint with
A. For weak graphs one iteration of the algorithm is sufficient to decide existence of accepting cycles. The studies of
temporal properties [24, 16] reveal that verification of up to
90% of LTL properties leads to weak automaton graphs.
The algorithm can be effortlessly extended to automaton
graphs for other types of nondeterministic word automata
like generalized Büchi automata and Streett automata.
Algorithm 4 (BLEDGE)
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:

for each level = 0 to . . . do
L= all current BL edges
for (s, t) ∈ L do in parallel
test cycle(s,t,| L |)
end for
end for
Proc test cycle
propagate s
if s propagated to itself then
return cycle
else if current BL passed >| L | then
return cycle
end if

An edge (u, v) is called a back-level edge if it does not
increase the distance of the target vertex v form the initial
vertex of the graph. The key observation connecting the cycle detection problem with the back-level edge concept, as
used in the Back-Level Edges Algorithm (BLEDGE) [2],
is that every cycle contains at least one back-level edge.

Back-level edges are, therefore, used as triggers to start a
procedure that checks whether an edge is a part of an accepting cycle. However, this is too expensive to be done
completely for every back-level edge. Therefore, several
improvements and heuristics have been suggested and integrated within the algorithm to decrease the number of tested
edges and speed-up the cycle test.
The BFS procedure which detects back-level edges runs
in time O(m + n). In the worst case, each back-level edge
has to be checked to be a part of a cycle, which requires
linear time O(m+n) as well. Since there is at most m backlevel edges, the overall time complexity of the algorithm is
O(m.(m + n)).
The algorithm performs well on graphs with small number of back-level edges. In such cases the performance of
the algorithm approaches the performance of reachability
analysis, although, the algorithm performs full LTL model
checking. On the other hand, a drawback shows up when
a graph contains many back-level edges. In such a case,
frequent re-visiting of vertices in the second phase of the
algorithm causes the time of the computation to be high.
The level-synchronized BFS approach also allows to
involve BFS-based Partial Order Reduction (POR) technique [20] in the computation. POR technique prevents
some vertices of the graph from being generated while preserving result of the verification. Therefore, it allows analysis of even larger systems. The standard DFS-based POR
technique strongly relies on DFS stack and as such it is inapplicable to cluster-based environment [14].
Algorithm 5 (NEGC)
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:

while not finished do
Scan vertices
if successor vertex is accepting then
run walk to root (WTR)
if WTR reaches initial vertex then
continue
else
return cycle
end if
end if
end while

Consider maximal number of accepting vertices on a
path from the vertex to a vertex, where the maximum is
being taken over all such paths. For vertices on an accepting cycle the maximum does not exist because extending
a path along the cycle adds at least one accepting vertex.
This opens an idea to detect accepting cycles via maximal
numbers of accepting predecessors.
For computing the maximal number of accepting predecessors the algorithm maintains for every vertex v its (cur-

rent) maximum d(v) giving the maximal number of (so far
discovered) accepting predecessors, parent vertex p(v), and
status S(v) ∈ {unreached, labeled , scanned }. Initially,
d(v) = ∞, p(v) = nil , and S(v) = unreached for every
vertex v. The method starts by setting d(s) = 0, p(s) = nil
and S(s) = labeled , where s is the initial vertex. At every
step a labeled vertex is selected and scanned. When scanning a vertex u, all its outgoing edges are relaxed (immediate successors are checked). Relaxation of an edge (u, v)
means that if d(v) is an accepting vertex then d(v) is set to
d(u) + 1 and p(v) is set to u. The status of u is changed
to scanned while the status of v is changed to labeled. If
all vertices are either scanned or unreached then d gives
the maximal number of accepting predecessors. Moreover,
the parent graph Gp is the graph of these “maximal” paths.
More precisely, the parent graph is a subgraph Gp of G induced by edges (p(v), v) for all v such that p(v) 6= nil .
Different strategies for selecting a labeled vertex to be
scanned lead to different algorithms. When using FIFO
strategy to select vertices, the algorithm runs in O(m · n)
time in the worst case. For graphs with reachable accepting
cycles there is no “maximal” path to the vertices on an accepting cycle and the scanning method must be modified to
recognize such cycles. The algorithm employs the walk to
root strategy which traverses the parent graph. The walk to
root strategy is based on the fact (see e.g. [17]) that a cycle
in the parent graph Gp corresponds to an accepting cycle in
the original graph and vice-versa.
The walk to root method tests whether Gp is acyclic.
Suppose the parent graph Gp is acyclic and an edge (u, v)
is relaxed, i.e. d(v) is decreased. This operation creates a
cycle in Gp if and only if v is an ancestor of u in the current
Gp . Before applying the operation, we follow the parent
pointers from u until we reach either v or s. If we stop at
v a cycle is detected. Otherwise, the relaxation does not
create a cycle. However, since the path to the initial vertex can be long, the cost of edge relaxation becomes O(n)
instead of O(1). In order to optimize the overall computational complexity, amortization is used to pay the cost of
checking Gp for cycles. More precisely, the parent graph
Gp is tested only after the underlying scanning algorithm
performs Ω(n) relaxations. The running time is thus increased only by a constant factor. The worst case time complexity of the algorithm is thus O(n · m).
All the algorithms allow for an efficient implementation on
a parallel architecture. The implementation is based on partitioning the graph (its vertices) into disjoint parts. Suitable
partitioning is important to benefit from parallelization.
One particular technique, that is specific to automata
based LTL model checking, is cycle locality preserving
problem decomposition [3, 41]. The graph (product automaton) originates from synchronous product of the prop-

erty and system automata. Hence, vertices of product automaton graph are ordered pairs. An interesting observation
is that every cycle in the product automaton graph emerges
from cycles in the system and the property graphs. Let A, B
be Büchi automata and A ⊗ B their synchronous product.
If C is a strongly connected component in the automaton
graph of A ⊗ B, then A-projection of C and B-projection
of C are (not necessarily maximal) strongly connected components in automaton graphs of A and B, respectively.
As the property automaton origins from the LTL formula to be verified, it is typically quite small and can be
pre-analyzed. In particular, it is possible to identify all
strongly connected components of the property automaton
graph. A partition function may then be devised, that respects strongly connected components of the property automaton and therefore preserves cycle locality. The partitioning strategy is to assign all vertices that project to the
same strongly connected component of the property automaton graph to the same sub-problem. Since no cycle is
split among different sub-problems it is possible to employ
localized Nested DFS algorithm to perform local accepting
cycle detection simultaneously.
Yet another interesting information can be drawn from
the property automaton graph decomposition. Maximal
strongly connected components can be classified into three
categories:
Type F: (Fully Accepting) Any cycle within the component contains at least one accepting vertex. (There is
no non-accepting cycle within the component.)
Type P: (Partially Accepting) There is at least one accepting cycle and one non-accepting cycle within the component.
Type N: (Non-Accepting) There is no accepting cycle
within the component.
Realizing that a vertex of the product graph is accepting only if the corresponding vertex in the property automaton graph is accepting it is possible to characterize types of
strongly connected components of product automaton graph
according to types of components in the property automaton graph. This classification of components into types N ,
F , and P can be used to gain additional improvements that
may be incorporated into the above given algorithms.
All the presented algorithms are implemented in the parallel enumerative LTL model-checker D IV IN E [4].

4 Parallel Branching-Time Model-Checking
Famous logics for expressing branching time specifications are both Computation-Tree Logic (CTL, [27]) and
Kozen’s µ-calculus [39]. The µ-calculus offers boolean

combination of formulas and, especially, labelled next-state,
minimal, and maximal fixpoint quantifiers.
For practical applications, it suffices to restrict the µcalculus in order to gain tractable model checking procedures. The alternation-free fragment, denoted by L1µ , restricts the nesting of minimal and maximal fixpoint operators. Still, it allows the formulation of many safety as well
as liveness properties. While this fragment is already important on its own, it subsumes CTL [27].
Model checking this fragment is linear in the length of
the formula as well as the size of the underlying transition
system, and several sequential model checking procedures
are given in the literature [21, 1, 40, 8]. At the same time,
the model checking problem was proven to be P-complete
[55, 10], limiting our enthusiasm for finding a (theoretically) good parallel model checking algorithm.
The algorithms can be classified into global and local
algorithms. Global algorithms require that the underlying
transition system is completely constructed while local algorithms compute the necessary part of a transition system
on-the-fly. In plain words, global algorithms typically compute the fixpoints in an inductive manner while the local
algorithms decide the problem by a depth-first-search.
Typical on-the-fly model checking algorithms for the µcalculus [37] are based on a characterization of this problem
in terms of two-player games [28, 52]. Then, model checking boils down to establishing the winner when playing on
so-called game graphs, which are and-or-graphs enriched
with so-called parities. For the alternation-free µ-calculus,
these game graphs have a simple structure that allows to determine the winner in parallel efficiently.
A different characterization of the model checking problem can be given in terms of so-called 1-letter-simple-weakalternating-Büchi automata [40]. However, these are related
to games in a straightforward manner [43]. On the same
line, one can understand the the model checking problem as
solving a boolean equation system [45].
The first parallel model checking algorithm for L1µ was
presented in [9, 10] and formulated in terms of games. Similar algorithms appeared also in [13] and, reformulated in
terms of solving alternating boolean equation systems, in
[36]. A slightly different approach for parallel CTL model
checking was presented in [7].
The game graph combines states of the transition system and subformulas of the property to check to so-called
configurations. Furthermore, plays, which are paths in the
game graph, correspond to (tableau-kind) proofs or refutations for the property to check. Plays are either finite or
represent an infinite unwinding of a fixpoint formula. Similar as in tableaus, the winner of a finite play is immediate.
For example, when reaching a configuration with state s and
formula true, the play is one by the protagonist. For infinite
plays, an infinite unwinding of minimal fixpoint refutes a

property while an infinite unwinding of a maximal fixpoint
proofs the property [52].
The main observation in all parallel algorithms is that
the game graph (or the boolean equation system) has a socalled weak structure: It can be partitioned into components
of a single fixpoint type (either maximal or minimal). These
components can be partially ordered and edges of the game
graph stay either in the same component or leave the component towards a larger one wrt. the partial order. Thus,
every play in this graph gets trapped in a unique component.
The problem of determining whether a play is winning
is then divided into two independent problems: One is
whether the player wins when entering a component and the
second is whether the player can force the play to a specific
component.
Thus, one source of parallelism is to determine for each
component in bottom-up fashion in parallel the winner for
the respective component. This is indicated in Algorithm 6,
in which speak of coloring the game graph’s configurations
into either winning for the protagonist (typically indicated
by green or winning for the antagonist (indicated by red)
and use the symbol ≺ to denote the order of the components.
Algorithm 6 Main procedure, parallel bottom-up version
1: for each component Qj ∈ Q in bottom-up order do
2:
for each processor Pi in parallel do
3:
colorizeComponenti (Qj )
4:
recolorComponenti (Qj )
5:
Propagate colors from initial configurations
⌈Qj ⌉ to {Q | Q ≺ Qj }.
6:
end for
7: end for
For the configurations of a single component, the winner
can be determined as follows: In each terminal configuration, the winner is immediate. Thus, a simple backwards
propagation within the and-or graph in the expected manner gives for most configurations a definite answer. The
crucial observation made in [10] is that for all remaining
configurations, one player can force to stay on a cycle, on
which a fixpoint formula is unwinded. Due to weakness of
the game graph, this implies that either a minimal or a maximal fixpoint is unwinded. Thus, all configurations either
satisfy the formula or violate the formula at hand. This allows to classify the winner for each configuration in parallel
without the need of any communication. Thus, the second
source of parallelism is given by distributing each component over the cluster and to first propagate winning information from terminal configuration backwards, in parallel,
and then to color all remaining configurations according the
component’s type.

Algorithm 7 colorizeComponenti (Qj )
Colorize those configurations of component owned by processor i.
1:
/* start with initial configurations of Qj */
2: for each conf ∈ ⌈Qj ⌉ do
3:
processSuccessors(conf , Qj )
4: end for
5: repeat
6:
msg := get (Work i )
7:
if msg = E XPAND(pred , conf ) then
8:
if conf 6∈ Conf i then
9:
processSuccessors(conf , Qj )
10:
initializeConfiguration(conf )
11:
λ(conf ) := color(conf )
12:
end if
13:
if λi (conf ) 6= W HITE then
14:
put C OLOR (pred , λi (conf )), Work h(pred)
15:
end if
16:
→i := →i ∪ {(pred , conf )}
17:
else if msg = C OLOR (conf , color ) then
18:
decrement count (conf , color ) /* update color
information */
19:
color ′ := color(conf )
20:
if color ′ 6= λi (conf ) then
21:
λi (conf ) := color ′
22:
for each pred ∈ pre i (conf ) ∩ Qj do
23:
/* only work on current component */
24:
put C OLOR (pred , λi (conf )), Work h(pred)
25:
end for
26:
end if
27:
end if
28: until msg = C OMPONENT C OMPLETED

In a practical algorithm, the processes of generating the
game graph as well as determining the winner for each component are interviewed. The heart of the algorithm is the
processing of a single game-graph component Qj as depicted in Algorithm 7. Given a component (number), it expands all configurations of the component and is called by
the main function. As the color information of a terminal
node is always immediate, a coloring process is initiated, if
a terminal configuration is reached. Colors are then propagated backwards.
The algorithm is designed for a distributed setting. Each
processor runs an unmodified copy, and we can only assume
a local view of all data structures as explained in Section 2.
Thus, we index the local part of a data structure with the
number of its “owning” processor (index i for processor Pi ).
For processors to communicate among each other, each
Pi uses a queue Work i where processors can deposit requests, for example via some message passing mechanism.
The algorithm then continually processes requests from its

queue until the handling of the current component is completed. The locally known configurations of a game graph
are stored in set Conf i .
In lines 1–4, the component’s initial configurations ⌈Qj ⌉
(the ones with incoming edges from smaller components)
are expanded consulting the function Fsucc (see Section 1).
The idea of processSuccessors (line 3, not depicted here)
is that if a configuration conf is not yet known, its successors post (conf ) are calculated and put on respective work
queues. Then the algorithm enters a loop (lines 5–28),
where it retrieves the next request msg, and processes it.
In case of a request E XPAND(pred , conf ) (lines 7–16)
to expand more of the game graph, we check whether the
to-be-expanded configuration conf has not yet been seen
(line 8). It is then expanded (line 9) and initialized (line 10).
A color label λ(conf ) is determined (line 11). It is then
possibly propagated to predecessor pred (lines 13–15). This
request is put on the queue of the processor Ph(pred) who is
responsible for configuration pred . A new game graph edge
(pred , conf ) is then added (line 16). It is later needed to
propagate color changes to predecessor configurations.
We process a coloring request C OLOR (conf , color )
(lines 17–27) by recording that some successor of configuration conf has just obtained color color (line 18). Then, it
is determined whether that color change has impact on conf
and its color is updated accordingly (lines 19–21). Also, on
color update, the new color is propagated backwards to each
predecessor pre i (conf ) ∩ Qj of conf in the current component (lines 22–25).
The processing continues until none of the processors
has any requests left to handle, in which the algorithm
finishes. This situation is detected by an termination
check algorithm (not depicted here) which then inserts a
message C OMPONENT C OMPLETED into every processor’s
work queue.
When all processes terminate in line 28, the remaining
configurations can be colored in parallel independently by
every process (line 4 of the main routine).
While parts of the algorithm sketched above ([10]) are
similar to a (sequential) solution of the model checking
problem described in [40], it avoids explicit detection of
cycles, which is believed hard in parallel. Nevertheless,
it meets the optimal linear time bounds of sequential algorithms [10].
The algorithm has been implemented and has been examined by checking live-locks on large industrial examples,
which could not be checked before [33].
The algorithm of [10] has been extended in [44] to the
richer fragment of the µ-calculus allowing one alternation,
denoted by L2µ . This fragment is of practical importance
since it subsumes LTL [48], as well as CTL∗ [25], which
follows by (unpublished) results from Wolper and [26], and
was shown in a direct manner in [23].

The parallel algorithm for L2µ employs the algorithm for
as a subroutine. Thus, it promises a simple and efficient
approach to check formulas of LTL, CTL∗ , and L2µ , though
empirical evidence is still future work.
L1µ

5 Parallel Model Checking and jETI
While traditionally model checking is mainly used for
verification of hard- and software systems, it could and
probably should also be considered as a flexible analysis
tool: The object to analyze is given as a finite-state system
and the analysis can be formulated in a suitable temporal
logic. Program analysis as model checking [50] or the use
of model checking for analyzing biochemical processes [5]
are just two examples.
In consequence, model checkers are the heart of many
modelling and analysis tools. Furthermore, when designing new applications comprising an analysis that can be formulated as a model checking problem, a cost effective approach will be to integrate a model checker rather than to
work out a customized analysis algorithm. It is therefore
important to offer the easy integration of model checkers
into other tools.
Powerful shared-memory multiprocessor systems and
especially powerful clusters of workstations are typically
found only at dedicated locations, with skilled administrators maintaining the systems. However, for a user of a
model checker, regardless whether she is using the model
checker directly or whether she is using a tool built on top of
a model checker, it is convenient that the application looks
and feels like a typical desktop application: She should not
be bothered by running a distributed application, updating
to new versions of distributed model checkers, or maintaining a parallel computer. Thus, it is desirable to provide parallel model checking applications as services for direct use
and, even more important, integration to customized modelling, analysis, and verification tools.
jETI [51] is a framework that offers such integration capabilities. With jETI, users are able to combine functionalities of tools of different providers, and even from different application domains to solve complex problems that
a single tool typically is not able to handle. jETI follows a
service-oriented approach that combines heterogeneous services provisioned in different technologies.
Instead of physically integrating tools or libraries in
other tools, jETI’s integration philosophy is to publish a
service that is running remotely at the providers location.
Whenever the service is needed, the corresponding provider
is consulted. This is ideally for offering distributed model
checkers as maintenance of the software as well as of the
whole parallel machine is left to the provider of the model
checker. Yet, the user of a tool that uses the distributed
model checker via jETI may not be aware of using highly

sophisticated and highly maintained systems.
An example for integrating a (sequential) model checker
into the jETI framework is given in [46]. Due to jETI’s integration philosophy, the integration scheme stays the same
even when the model checker is distributed and running remotely on a parallel computer. Thus, using jETI it will be
possible to develop high-performance analysis tools based
on parallel model checkers, which will also open up a new
age for using distributed model checkers.
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